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Danish Biogas Association
The organisationen for all stakeholders in biogas

Mission Members

• Promote production and use
• Promote cirkular economy
• Capacity building
• Networking and knowledge

sharing

• Producers and users of biogas
• Biomass suppliers and users
• Technology and equipment suppliers
• Consultants and knowledge institutions
• Energy, waste and agriculture sectors
• Approximately 185 members



Danish biogas 
A developing sector

Danish biogas is agricultural basedProduction expanding

In 2020 
20 per cent of Danish livestock manure was digested in biogas plants
Producing 20 PJ biogas which substituted 20 per cent of natural gas



Development to be continued
Minimum 70 per cent biogas in grid by 2030

Projection by Danish Energy Agency, 2021 Minimum 70 per cent green gas in 2030

Biomethane in grid

Process, heat

Power



Market demand for more biogas
Danish ressources can meet the demand

Biogas production potential 2020 – 2050* Biogas and P2G demand 2020 – 2050**

*  University of Southern Denmark and Seges 2020
**Biogas Denmark based on Climate Partnerships etcetera



Expected development
Agriculture delivers energy - manure the prime ressource

Input for biogas productionBiomass origin for biogas production
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Utilization of resources
70 per cent of livestock manure, 40 per cent of straw

Utilization of livestock manure and straw

Livestock manure

Straw

Energy Agency 
projection

Biogas Danmark
recommandation



Double climate effect
Agricultural benefit can be increased

Reduce GHG in agriculture and energy sectors Frequent slurry removal increases positive effect

Energy

Agriculture

Normal

Frequent

Every week Every 3rd weekReduced methane
agriculture

Natural gas 
substitution

*  Danish Energy Agency projection of 52 PJ in 2030

** Incl. proces and transport energy, natural gas 
substitution and reduced methane emission in agriculture



Methane leakages must be controlled
Methane is a powerful GHG in the short term

Methane loss reduce biogas as effective climate tool** Funny fact**

*  Danish Energy Agency projection of 52 PJ in 2030

** Incl. process and transport energy, natural gas 
substitution and reduced methane emission in agriculture



Pioneering methane leakage effort
From pilot projects to voluntary programme

Preliminary pilot project 2014 Pilot project in 2015

Measurements on 10 biogas plants
• 0 to 10 per cent loss
• Most leakages were easily repairable
• Emission reduced from 4.2 to 0.8 per cent
• Projects not representative
• Presentation on annual conference
• Dialogue with Energy Agency for follow up

Comparing different technologies
• Farmscale and centralized biogas plants
• CHP and upgrading plants
• Different leakage detection methods
• Different quantifiation techniques
• 1.1 to 3.3 per cent loss in biogas plants
• Upgrading plants from 0.04 to 4 per cent



Voluntary programme
Launched by Danish Biogas Association in 2016 in co-operation with Ministry

Principles and targets Results 2016 to 2018

Basic elements
1. Self check programme
2. Leakage detection by third party
3. Quantification of leakages by experts

Target: 1 per cent in 2020
• 2018: Loss 1.1 per cent*

*  On plants delivering half of Danish biogas production



Government programme
Government subsidy scheme paused the voluntary programme

Content Results

Programme content
1. Self check programme
2. Leakage detection by third party
3. Quantification of leakages by experts
4. Proposal for repair

Minister can within current legislation
• make subsidies dependent on 
• the plant has taken action 
• to control and document methane leakages 

Per cent loss

Agricultural plants 2.1

Waste water plants 7.7

Industrial plants 2.0

All participating plants 2.5



Conclusions
Biogas is a key in reducing carbon foot print of agriculture

Efficient multifunctional climate tool We must and can reduce our own footprint

Reduced emissions of GHG in agriculture
• methane from livestock manure
• methane from organic catch crops
• N2O from reduced use of fertilizers
Reduced emissions of GHG in energy & waste
• Substituting fossil fuels
• Reuse of residues in circular economy

Methane control programme
• Self check programme (CCP)
• Leakage detection by third party
• Plan for repair and maintenance
BAT 
• gas collection/cooling of digestate storage
• maintenaince of security valves

In Denmark Parliament has agreed that agriculture
must reduce GHG emissions with 8 million tonnes in 
2030. Biogas will in 2030 reduce GHG emissions with 
more than 3 million tonnes. 
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‘Methane emissions from organic waste: Turning a 

challenge into an opportunity’ 

27 October 2021
European Biogas Association
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Municipal Waste Europe

• Non-profit European umbrella association representing
public responsibility for waste management. Founded in
2009, based in Brussels (Belgium)

• MWE Members are national, regional or local
organisations or authorities who hold public responsibility
for Municipal Waste management

• 21 Members and Observers to date



• Many Member States still landfill over 50% of their

waste

• For most of those countries, their landfilled waste is up

to 60% organic waste (food and/or garden waste)

• 1 ton organic waste untreated decomposes to release

about 1 ton of CO2e (as Methane – CH4)

• The Landfill Directive requires a reduction in landfilling

to 10% of total waste by 2035 with a derogation

possible up to 2040 if requested

Landfill Directive 2018/850



• Target of 65% recycling by 2035 – new revision in 2024

• Recycling includes the digestion and/or composting of

organic waste

• This is a straight-forward opportunity: separate

collection, weighing on entry into the plant, reports as

recycled (water content)

EU Waste Framework Directive (2018)



• Win-win-win-win:

1. Removed from landfill reducing methane emissions and

leachate

2. Gain of renewable energy source and soil amendment

3. Further carbon capture in soils through use for soil

remediation

4. Achievement of recycling targets and creation of a circular

bioeconomy

Methane and Recycling Wins





• In MSs with colder climates the percentage of organic

waste in municipal waste is 30-40%

➢ The majority of these MSs treat their residual waste in highly

efficient, BREF emission limit respecting waste-to-energy plants

before landfilling

➢ MBT or ‘drying’ of organic waste before landfilling will not avoid

Methane emissions. It rains. Have you ever bought dried

mushrooms? Then reconstituted them in water? Or simpler

yet…have you ever boiled pasta? Then you understand what I

am getting at.

• In the MSs with 50-90% landfilling still today, 40-60%

of their municipal waste is organic waste, either directly

landfilled or after MBT.

Percentages and Current Practice



• There has been progress but there is still huge potential for

removing organic waste from municipal, commercial and industrial

waste through separate collection

• Measured: 88 million tons food waste per year (EU 2018)

• Through food waste prevention measures the quantity of this food

waste arriving at MBT plants and/or directly to landfill is

diminishing.

• Every ton of food waste in a landfill is 1 ton of CO2e (0.04ton

Methane assuming 25 x potency)

• 225 million tons municipal waste generated in 2019

➢ 24% landfilled (2017) = 54 million tons

➢ Assume 50% landfilled untreated of which 50% organic waste = 13.5

million tons CO2e (as Methane)

The Potential is Huge



• Obligation to separately collect biowaste or treat at

source is almost here (end 2023)

• Technology is available

• Implementation is the next step

• Don’t forget about food waste from HORECA

– The 88 tons of food waste also come from supermarkets,

restaurants, catering, hospitals which are not included in the

separate collection obligation nor in the landfill reduction target

• Municipal Waste is LESS THAN 10% of total waste.

The Potential is Huge



• AD is a Local solution to a Local problem

• Low cost, financially viable solution

• Recognised as a sustainable investment giving

access to funding

Importantly



http://www.municipalwasteeurope.eu/
http://www.municipalwasteeurope.eu/
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The project EvEmBi
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Measurement of methane emissions 

from different technologies1

Evaluation of

emission reduction measures & 

cost-benefit analysis

Voluntary systems &

operator workshops  

EvEmBi

Evaluation and reduction of methane 

emissions from different European biogas 

plant concepts 

(2018-2021)

36 biogas plants 

investigated



Potential methane (CH4) emission sources at biogas plants
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CHP: combined heat and power, OTNOC: other than normal operating conditions



Measuring methane (CH4) losses

On-site approach 1,2

1. Leak detection 
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CHP: combined heat and power, BUU: biogas upgrading unit

Source: DBFZ

2. Emission mass flow

Membrane 

diffusion

Open storage Off-gas 

CHP/BUU
Ventilation air 

after bio-filter

Leakage

Source: 

DBFZ
Source: 

DBFZ

→ Component emissions

→ Deduction of emission reduction measures



Measuring methane (CH4) losses

Remote sensing approach 

Inverse dispersion modelling method (IDMM) 1,3
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Measurement of methane concentration Meteorological 

measurements
Dispersion model

Biogas plant



Measuring methane (CH4) losses

Remote sensing approach

Tracer gas dispersion method (TDM) 1,4
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Source: 1 Source: 1

Gas concentrations measurements (methane, tracer gas)

Controlled release of tracer gas



Results on-site approach

Number of leakages 
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Study Country Number of 

biogas plants

Number of 

investigated tanks*

Tanks with 

≥ 1 leak

EvEmBi AT, CH,

DE

33 48 double membrane 44%

13 single membrane 15%

26 concrete roof 35%

Clemens et al. (2014)5 DE Not specified 

(n.s.)

202 double membrane n.s.

35 single membrane n.s.

55 n.s. n.s.

Sax et al. (2013)6 CH 12 9 double membrane 33%

9 single membrane 11%

3 concrete roof 67%

Schreier et al. (2011)7 DE 10 21 double membrane 38%

10 single membrane 50%

* Digesters &

gastight digestate storage tanks



Results on-site approach

Number of leakages 
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*

* >1 L CH4/(m
2*d*bar) or >0.1vol% CH4



Results on-site approach

Technology specific CH4 losses 
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Sources: 8-20, Klimoneff, EvEmBi

BUU: biogas 

upgrading unit,

CHP: combined 

heat and power



Results on-site approach

Technology specific CH4 losses 
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BUU: biogas 

upgrading unit,

CHP: combined 

heat and power

Sources: 8-20, Klimoneff, EvEmBi



Results remote sensing approach

CH4 losses from full-scale plants
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Methane loss: 

0.2(±0.1)% - 11.3(±2.8)% 

of methane production

Sources: 21-22, Klimoneff, MetHarmo, UTE B., 

QuantiSchluMBF, EvEmBi

BTO (best technology option):

• BUU (chemical scrubbing)

• BUU/CHP + exhaust gas treatment



Conclusions 

Recommendations for the reduction of CH4 emissions

o Choice of best technology options (for newly constructed biogas plants)

• gas-tight construction of tanks (hydrolysis/mixing, digestate storage)

• biogas upgrading:

− So far, chemical scrubbing or exhaust gas treatment have shown the lowest CH4

emissions.

− Measurements are necessary for newly installed membrane separation units. 

o Plant operation: preventing/minimizing OTNOC (other than normal operating 

conditions) 

• regular leak detection (self- and external inspection)

• gas storage - pressure relief valves (accurate measurement of filling level, 

adjustment of operational parameters - i.e. target value for filling level = 50%)

28.10.2021 41
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Emission reduction and cost-benefit

Results EvEmBi project Assumptions: 

• Economic lifetime: 10 years 

• Interest rate: 2 %

• CO2 equivalents (CO2eq) of CH4: 28 

• Emission trading course: 40 €/t CO2eq
23
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Mitigation measure

CH4 loss

(before 

measure)

[%]1

Emission 

reduction 

[%]

Net present costs       Evaluation

1. Maintenance of 

CHP unit after 

malfunction

3.2 34.9

0 € 

(covered by 

maintenance contract)

+++

2. Chemical scrubber: 

exchange of amine 
0.1 45.4

0 € 

(covered by 

maintenance contract)

+++

3. Exchange of leaking 

inner membrane of 

air-inflated double 

membrane dome 

0.7 99.7

15.000 € (material & 

construction costs) 

+ costs of lost biogas 

production2

++/+++4

4. Gastight cover of 

digestate storage tank
1.3 98.5 90.000 € ++

NPV A, B < 0 (+)

NPV A < 0 < NPV B (++)

NPV A, B > 0 (+++)

+++, in case measure is implemented during next scheduled 

revision/emptying of the digester 

1 in % of produced/utilized methane
2 By emptying the digester, 1/3 of the biogas production is lost over a period of 3 months.

CHP: combined heat and power, NPV = net present value; 



Results on-site approach

Component emissions
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Methane slip CHP units: 1.6 % (median)

repair/maintenance

after revision

thermal post-combustion

Sources: 10-13, EvEmBi





Drone-deployed Methane 
Emissions Detection & 
Quantification – a Case Study

Michael Sutcliffe - Business Development Director, Europe



SeekOps: Methane Leak Detection and Quantification (LDAQTM)



Technology: Unique, Field-Proven

SeekIR® LaserSpectrometer: designed for industrial applications

➢ Tunable Diode Laser - Open Cavity

➢ Ruggedised

➢ High Sensitivity - PPB

➢ Methane detection limit: 0.1 kg/hour

➢ Drone Agnostic & Lightweight < 600g

➢ Self-Contained Power/Communications

➢ Low Power (< 2W)

➢ Actionable Reporting

➢ Automation

➢ Field-Proven, Repeatable & Consistent Workflows



Technology: Immediate On-Site Feedback

➢Ground Control Station

➢Methane concentration

➢Satellite base map

➢Wind speed and direction

➢Drone telemetry

➢Equipment status lights

➢On site flight planning

➢Waypoint file upload



Drone Flight Plans for Biogas Facility LEAK QUANTIFICATION

VERTICAL RASTER 

FLIGHT PATTERN

Emissions rates from 

all detected sources

➢ Biodigester

➢ Effluent ponds

➢ Gas Processing 

Infrastructure





Case Study: Biogas Facility - has high methane leak potential 

Effluent Pond Concrete Digester Dome Digester

Gas Upgrade StationFuel Source



Pilot Biogas Project

➢Surveyed 8 Biodigester facilities and associate 

gas upgrade stations:

➢ 5 concrete digesters & 3 metal dome digesters

➢Capable of completing 3 to 4 digester sites/day:

➢ Automated / Repeatable - efficiency gains 5-10x

➢ Captured Hi-Res Map - comprehensive 3D Inspection

➢Localisation & quantification of emission sources

➢Sensor used as handheld device for component 

level identification (removed OGI requirement) -

faulty components tagged for repair

➢Used data gathered to develop actionable biogas 

report – quantification of methane emissions



Actionable Biogas Reporting

➢Project Overview

➢ Prioritise equipment from 
highest emitters to lowest 
emitters

➢Site Emission Overview

➢ Provides an overview of 
emissions on site by 
area/equipment

➢Emission Source Overview

➢ Provides an overview of where 
emission sources were found in 
each area

➢Emission Source Figures

➢ High resolution image identifying 
the emission sources identified



Typical Biogas Facility 
Emissions Sources



Biogas Facility - Survey Results & Lessons Learnt

➢Highly effective at rapid detection & quantification of wide 

range of biodigester site emissions

➢Digester zone localisation key to prompt repair action

➢Leaks found in low oversight areas

➢Mixers/open ports – not typically surveyed 

➢Equipment may not be sealing as designed

➢Upgrader/Digester system leaks above slippage assigned 

– typically 3%

➢Measured leaks 5 times higher

➢Cost impact of methane losses for some facilities:

➢Over €3,000/day lost revenue



Key Benefits: SeekOps Drone-deployed Biogas Site Surveys

➢Survey costs quickly recovered by 
corrective actions identified

➢Quantification of emissions reveal 
extent of under/over reporting

➢Rapid & cost-effective service for:

➢Differentiated gas valuation

➢Leak detection & quantification

➢ESG reporting

➢Carbon credit & offsetting 
applications



Michael Sutcliffe

Business Development Director

Europe

Email: msutcliffe@seekops.com

Mob: +44 7799 408990

Web: www.seekops.com

mailto:msutcliffe@seekops.com
http://www.seekops.com/








Mainstreaming of demonstrated innovative 
nutrient recovery and recycling systems in 

EU biogas plants
27-10-2020



SYSTEMIC

Schemes of NRR
Performance of the demo plants
Product quality information
Field tests (agronomical)
Experiences demo plant owners?

Environmental aspects --> potential issues?
LCA --> More/less sustainable?

KPI's definitions 
KPI calculation tool
Business case evaluation of Demo Plants
Business models for Demo Plants
Financial advantages / subsidies

Legislative aspects regarding products
Policy recommendations→ Policy Roadmap



10 Outreach Locations

31 Associated plants



Consortium functions as
• initiator
• stakeholder
• Intermediate
• facilitator 
for setting up and supporting 
Living Labs /co-creation sessions

Living Lab 
Meetings

Living Lab 
Visits

Living Lab 
Exclusive 

newsletter & 
webpage



SYSTEMIC ends 30 November 2021

Continued transfer of knowledge, network → EU biogas plants?

“Business Development Package”

https://systemicproject.eu/bdp/

https://systemicproject.eu/bdp/


NUTRICAS Tool
21 pre-set NRR cascades for digestate



NUTRICAS Tool: Link with other technologies

GEA Environmental Decanter
Pieralisi Magnum

Configure N stripper-scrubbing technology

or

CO2 stripping to pH 8.8, 65°C, 80% of NH4-N stripped      

No pH increase, 50°C, 50% of NH4-N stripped

CO2 stripping to pH 8.8, 65°C, 80% of NH4-N stripped

Default models

Default models

CO2 stripping to pH 8.8, 65°C, 80% of NH4-N stripped      

AMFER (Colsen)
AECO-NAR (Nijhuis Industries)
Valu-TRAC (Cooperl)
No pH increase, 50°C, 50% of NH4-N stripped

CO2 stripping to pH 8.8, 65°C, 80% of NH4-N stripped

+ specific company models

Current status Future?



Technologies and mass balances



Business case and economical KPI’s

Key performance indicator Tool

User gives this information on their 
business case 

(which we can (anonymously) store 
in our database)





Business case and economical KPI’s



Legislation

…



Recovered (nutrient) products



Market and business models

Tips for setting up a 
market strategy

Success Stories

Digestate derived
gardening and

horticulture products

Nutrient source 
biological WWT

Applications in chemical
industry

Ammonia as DeNOx
reductans



Outreach and contact

Consortium functions as
• initiator
• stakeholder
• Intermediate
• facilitator 
for setting up and supporting 
Living Labs /co-creation sessions

Living Lab 
Meetings

Living Lab 
Visits

Living Lab 
Exclusive 

newsletter & 
webpage



Outreach and contact

Living Lab 
Meetings

Living Lab 
Visits

YEARLY

Facilitate Business 
Development 

Package



Outreach and contact



SYSTEMIC Tools: 
Link possible with other projects

Marieke VerbekeBio-based recovery Toolset

Application end products of 
different cascades

Specific mass
balances and cost
estimation of 
- N stripping 

scrubbing on 
manure
(Detricon)

- Membrane
filtration and
RO
(Strocon)



• Questions?



www.systemicproject.eu

http://www.nijhuisindustries.com/
http://www.iclfertilizers.com/fertilizers/amfert/




Biogasdoneright™ and the biomethane potential of 

sequential cropping in Europe

Francesca Magnolo

PhD student at Gent University, Department of Agricultural Economics

Early Stage Researcher (ESR14) AgRefine ETN



About AgRefine - European Training Network
• 15 PhD students working on interdisciplinary bioeconomy projects on 

AD and advanced biorefinery systems

• 6 months in 2 partner organizations
My project:
Sustainable business models in the BE: territorial biorefineries and 
organizational and economic challenges of local feedstock integration

Secondment: EBA 
“The role of sequential cropping and Biogasdoneright™ in 
enhancing the sustainability of agricultural systems in Europe”
F. Magnolo, H. Dekker, M. Decorte, G. Bezzi, L. Rossi, E. Meers, S. 
Speelman



Food/feed crop Sequential crop
Food

Feed

Animal 
waste

AD system

Biogas 
feedstock

Electricity to 
the grid

Biomethane to 
the grid

Biogasdoneright systems and sequential crops

Digestate/
biofertilizer

Why are these systems attractive?

Adaptation of agricultural systems to provide food, 
materials and sustainable bioenergy

Conservative use of natural resources, lowering 
emissions, safeguarding biodiversity

Circular use of resources 

Production of bioenergy and bio-based products with 
no interference with food production (no ILUC)

Equitable participation to bioeconomy value chains: 
farmers not only as raw material producers

Carbon sequestration



Sequential crops in a changing climate

EEA (2016) - Projected changes in annual mean temperature (left) and annual 
precipitation (right) or 2071-2100, compared to 1971-2000

Duration of the thermal growing season is 
increasing (frost-free season extending)

Winter crops cycle become shorter

“Mediterraneization” process 

The time window available to grow a 
sequential crop will tend to increase

Sequential cropping could be designed 
and managed to improve crop 

production and provide important 
ecosystem services 



Aim of our work

How can sequential cropping be applied in other 
regions of Europe?

What would be the biomethane potential?

Develop exemplary cropping calendars for 
different EU climate regions 

Evaluate the biomethane potential from the 
AD of the sequential crops across different 

agroclimatic conditions. 

Mediterranean

Atlantic

Continental

Boreal



Methodology

Identification of 
exemplary classic crop 

rotation calendars

Inventory of suitable 
sequential crops for each 

region (biomass and 
biogas yields)

Development of sequential 
crop rotation calendars for 

each region

Biomethane potential 
estimation 

Scenarios
Land suitable to sequential cropping

(% primary crop land)

Conservative Scenario
20%

Maximum Scenario
80%

1

2

3

4

σℎ𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑠

Account for the water limitation 
in the Mediterranean region

Crops for which the practice of SC  
is commonly practiced

Leave free irrigated land and 
improve water use efficiency

Theoretical maximum 
potential, excluding 
marginal and small fields

SC would be practiced on 
60-70% of the total 
arable land in EU



Classic rotation calendars and sequential crops inventory

Sep Oct Nov DecJan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep OctNovDecJan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan FebMar Apr May Jun Jul AugSep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar AprMay Jun Jul AugSep Oct

Mediterranean (North) WINTER CEREAL (Wheat/Barley) SPRING CROP WINTER CEREAL (Wheat/Barley) WINTER CEREAL (Wheat/Barley)

Mediterranean (South) WINTER CEREAL (Durum Wheat) Legumes / Horticultural WINTER CEREAL (Durum Wheat) WINTER CEREAL (Durum Wheat)

Atlantic WINTER CEREAL (Wheat/Barley) SPRING CROP WINTER CEREAL (Wheat/Barley) WINTER CEREAL (Wheat/Barley) 

Continental WINTER CEREAL (Wheat/Barley) SPRING CROP WINTER CEREAL (Wheat/Barley) WINTER CEREAL (Wheat/Barley) 

Boreal WINTER CEREAL (Wheat/Barley) SPRING CROP WINTER CEREAL (Wheat/Barley) 

        Seeding - early vegetative

 Growing

            Ripening - Harvesting

CROP CALENDARS
CLASSIC ROTATION

Agricultural Year 1 Agricultural Year 2 Agricultural Year 3 Agricultural Year 4

Mediterranean: maize, triticale, barley, sorghum, legume cover crops

Atlantic: sorghum, maize, oats, triticale, barley

Continental: maize, green rye, sorghum, ryegrass

Agri4Cast database 



Sequential crop rotation calendars

Sep Oct Nov DecJan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep OctNovDecJan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan FebMar Apr May Jun Jul AugSep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar AprMay Jun Jul AugSep Oct

Mediterranean (North)

Mediterranean (South)

Atlantic SPRING CROP

Atlantic SPRING CROP

Continental

Continental

    Food/feed crop

    Sequential crop

CROP CALENDARS
SEQUENTIAL CROPPING

Agricultural Year 1 Agricultural Year 2 Agricultural Year 3 Agricultural Year 4

SPRING CROP WINTER CEREAL SORGHUM

WINTER CEREAL TRITICALE/WINTER CEREAL SUNFLOWER/HEMP TRITICALE/WINTER CEREAL

WINTER CEREAL SORGHUM TRITICALE/WINTER CEREAL SPRING CROP TRITICALE/WINTER CEREAL

LEGUMES/HORTICULTURAL

WINTER CEREAL GREEN RYE (EARLY HARVEST) SPRING CROP Catch Crop SPRING CROP

WINTER CEREAL GREEN RYE (EARLY HARVEST) MAIZE (RYEGRASS US) RYEGRASS WINTER CEREAL

OATS/TRITICALE/BARLEY OATS/TRITICALE/BARLEYSPRING CROP OATS/TRITICALE/BARLEY

WINTER CEREAL

SPRING CROPWINTER WHEAT/BARLEY SPRING CROP OATS/TRITICALE/BARLEY WINTER WHEAT/BARLEY

• Established sequential cropping cycles in the Mediterranean region
• In the Atlantic and Continental regions where cycles are longer: three crops in two years and intercropping



Biomethane potential
Conservative Maximum

Mediterranean

Potential BioCH4 (bcm/yr) Suitable land (ha) Potential BioCH4 (bcm/yr) Suitable land (ha)

Atlantic

Continental

9.9
2,651,058

(12% of arable land)

10.2
3,943,126

(15% of arable land)

25.8
8,945,212

(17% of arable land)

37.9

42.5

10,604,232
(48% of arable land)

15,772,504
(59% of arable land)

104.9 
35,780,848

(69% of arable land)

Continental region highest potential in both scenarios (highest ha of suitable land)

Mediterranean region lower potential  (least ha of suitable land). In the conservative scenario, this accounts for ≈2.6 million hectares, corresponding to 
about 30% of the total irrigated land in the region (≈ 9,6 million hectares)

In the Mediterranean region the summer sequential crops that would need irrigation would only take 13% of the irrigated land

In the Atlantic and Continental regions, the suitable land for sequential cropping in the two scenarios exceeds the hectares available for irrigated land 



Biomethane potential

Total European BioCH4 (bcm/yr) potential

Conservative Maximum

Tot land for sequential cropping/ tot arable land in EU = 15% suitable land in a conservative scenario

46 185.4

Comparable to the estimated potential of Navigant (2019) – Tot EU biomethane potential:



Sequential cropping in combination with BDR principles

Sequential cropping
Crop varieties with higher residue and root production

Minimum/no tillage
Return of digestate to the soil (solid and liquid fraction)

High-efficiency digestate distribution 
No chemical fertilizers

Use of renewable energy

Biological carbon-capture and sequestration (BECCS) process 

Result-based payment scheme
EU carbon farming initiative 

Carbon sequestration and soil quality enhancement

Avoidance of emissions

Reduced use of chemical fertilizers
Optimized manure storage and by-products handling

Reduced use of fossil resources

Predicted
- 30% emissions for the Italian 

agricultural sector

Quantification of 
carbon sequestration 
effects and emissions 

reduction in other 
climatic regions

Avoided ILUC 
emissions of using 

sequential cropping for 
biogas production?



Additional benefits of SC in terms of 
carbon sequestration and soil fertility 
when applied in circular systems such as 
the BDR™ in Mediterranean case studies

Conclusions

Tailored solutions to different 
agroclimatic conditions in EU can be 
found in terms of crop management to 
expand the application of sequential 
cropping

Biomethane produced SC as essential 
element for renewable gas production 
and for achieving European 
decarbonization targets, which manure, 
agricultural residues and food waste 
could not reach alone 

SC in BDR™ systems could be 
agronomically feasible for at least 15% of 
arable land in EU, contributing to a more 
sustainable, circular and optimized use of 
biomass feedstock for the European 
bioeconomy.



Thank you for your attention!

francesca.magnolo@ugent.be





Closing nutrient loops. Catch crops to 
reduce nutrient losses and increase biogas 

production by anaerobic co-digestion

August Bonmatí, F. Camps, F. Domingo, A. Antón, V. Riau, L. Burgos 

August Bonmatí
Institute of Agri-food Research and 

Technology (IRTA)
august.bonmati@irta.cat
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Objectives

➢ Anaerobic digestion optimization using

catch crops as co-substrates.

➢ Reduction of nitrogen leaching introducing

catch crops in the crop rotation.
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ESQUEMA PRECI GRANJA

Livestock Farm
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Feed

Products 
(milk, meet)

Manure

Crop System Manure Management



Livestock Farm

➢Dairy cow farm:

• 700 cows

• 6.614.106 kg/year of milk



L

S

➢Manure Management:

• Mechanical Separator

• Crop land fertilization (400 ha)

Livestock Farm



L

S

➢Manure Management:

• Mechanical Separator

• Crop land fertilization (400 ha)

Livestock Farm
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Catch 
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Main Crop Catch Crop

APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SET OCT NOV DES JAN FEB MAR APR MAI JUN JUL

Main Crop

• Rapid establishment of the crop

• High growth at low temperatures

• Tolerance to frost

• Not leguminous

• Low management cost

Crop Rotation

Catch Crops (ChCp)

Catch crops (ChCp) are grown between main crop with the primary 
purpose of binding nutrients and hinder their leachate to groundwater



Main function of Catch Crops

APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SET OCT NOV DES JAN FEB MAR APR

Manure 

fertilization

Maize 

sowing

Maize 

harvest

ChCp

sowing

ChCp

harvest

N consumption 

of Maize

N consumption 

of ChCp

N release of 

manure

Crop Rotation



Benefits of Catch Crops

• Avoid nitrates leaching into groundwater.

• Protects soil from erosion.

• Limits the proliferation of weeds.

• Promotes the biological activity of the soil and its fertility.

• Can be used as co-substrate of anaerobic digestion

Crop Rotation



Experimental site (Mas Badia, NE Catalonia)

➢ Rotation (3 years):

• Catch Crops: Black Oat, Ryegrass, Forage rape.

• Maize

• Catch Crops

• Maize

• …

Crop Rotation



1

1

1

Maize fertilizationTreat. Catch Crop

FDC Digested manure Black Oat

FDR Digested manure Ryegrass

FDF Digested manure Forage Rape

FDN Digested manure -

Experimental design

Crop Rotation



Black Oat

Avena strigosa (5,5 Tn DM/ha) 

Forage Rape

Brassica napus (7,1 Tn DM/ha)

Ryegrass

Lolium multiflorum (6,5 Tn DM/ha)

ChCp production

(DM/ha)

Crop Rotation



Tract
Tipus de fertilització

del blat de moro
cultiu

N P Cu Zn

Kg N /Ha Kg P /Ha g Cu /Ha g Zn /Ha

FD Civ Fertilització digerit Civada 77,78 7,59 37,93 186,18

FD Rai Fertilització digerit Raigràs 89,91 10,26 43,98 141,71

FD Col Fertilització digerit Colza farratgera 141,26 13,58 21,22 152,81

FD Res Fertilització digerit no 45,94 5,70 14,78 80,22

Treat. Maize fertilization ChCp
N P Cu Zn

Kg N /ha Kg P /ha g Cu /ha g Zn /ha

FDC Digested manure Oat 88,9 11,0 45,0 180

FDR Digested manure Ryegrass 115,5 13,8 34,0 150

FDF Digested manure Forage Rape 154,0 18,9 26,0 170

FDN Digested manure - 67,7 8,3 19 88

Nutrient extraction of ChCp

Crop Rotation



ESQUEMA PRECI GESTIÓ DEJECCIONS
Anaerobic 
Digestion

Compost

Digestate

Mechanical 
Separator

Manure Management

Solid 
Fraction



Catch Crop pH
TS 

(g kg-1)
VS 

(g kg-1)

Ryegrass 6,35 211 185

Ryegrass SILAGE 
4,01 204 177

Forage Rape 5,72 131 110

Forage Rape SILAGE
3,98 127 108

Black Oat 6,29 173 153

Black Oat SILAGE
3,67 168 148

Catch Crops Silage

Manure management



RYEGRASS FORAGE RAPE BLACK OAT

Fresh Ensiled Fresh Ensiled Fresh Ensiled

Methanogenic potential (LCH4 kgSV d-1) 195±2 255±15 301±8 424±27 271±12 391±17

Methanogenic potential (LCH4 kgDQO-1) 152±1 162±10 120±3 172±11 139±6 194±9

Methanogenic potential (m3CH4 t
-1) 35±0 47±3 32±1 47±3 46±2 60±3

m3 CH4 ha-1 460 603 793 1117 726 1048

3%
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BMP essays 

Manure management



Continuous anaerobic essays 

▪ CSTR Reactor

▪ Volume: 6 L

▪ HRT: 40 days

▪ Co-substrate (ChCp): 10% w/w

▪ Tª Range: mesophilic (37 ºC)

123

Manure management



AD continuous essay: R1- Manure / R2 Manure + Ryegrass (10%)

Raigràs Colza Civada

Manure m3 CH4 / t manure 8,78 7,45 8,73

Manure + ChCp m3 CH4 / t manure 12,57 10,94 12,91

Increase % 43 47 48
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Cow Manure + Black Oat Cow Manure

AD continuous essay: R1- Manure / R2 Manure + Rapeseed (10%) AD continuous essay: R1- Manure / R2 Manure + Oat (10%)

Ryegrass Forage 

Rape

Black 

Oat

Manure management

Continuous anaerobic essays 



Assessment

➢Environmental assessment

➢Energy assessment



Environmental assessment

Catch Crop production - Impacts of 1 ha de Ryegrass

Digestate

Ryegrass

➢ Machinery use has the greatest impacts

-20%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Categories d'impacte

Emissions Producció de llavors Maquinària
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➢ ChCp inclusion in the rotation reduces significantly 

eutrophication

Environmental assessment



Biogas plant – CO2 eq emissions
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➢ Manure processing through the biogas plant reduces CO2 emissions

Reference vs Biogas Plant

Environmental assessment

Reference situation

Biogas plant



➢ Replacement of current co-

substrates by ChCp increases 

biogas production by 24%

➢ ChCp produce 10 times more 

energy than the energy 

invested in their production

Energy assessment



Conclusions

➢ ChCp in the climatic conditions tested produce 5,5 – 7,1 tDM/ha and 

extracts 88 - 154 kgN/ha.

➢ The biogas production of the ChCp essayed is between 500 - 1200 

m3 CH4 / ha.

➢ Its use as a co-substrate in the anaerobic digestion of cow manure 

increases biogas production 40 - 50%.

➢ Energy production is 10 times higher than the energy invested in its 

production.

➢ ChCp inclusion in crop rotation allows to close nutrient 

loop while producing renewable energy when using as 

co-substrates in the anaerobic digestion of manure.



Thank you for your 

attention

August Bonmatí
Institute of Agri-food Research and 

Technology (IRTA)
august.bonmati@irta.cat

mailto:august.bonmati@irta.cat
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Digital global Biogas 
Cooperation

European Biogas Conference 2021
Ann-Kathrin van Laere
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)



Key Project Facts

Programme, Coordination, Funding 

Coordination04 DiBiCoo is coordinated by Deutsche Gesellschaft 
für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ). 

Duration02 October 2019 – June 2022

Consortium03
13 members from 5 target countries and Europe: 
biogas associations and think tanks on renewable 
energy

Programme01
Horizon 2020 Programme – Societal Challenge –
Secure, Clean & Efficient Energy; Support tools to 
facilitate export markets.

Funding05
The project has received funding from the EU’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme under grant agreement 
No 857804.



Key Project Facts

Technology Importing and Exporting Countries 
European Biogas 
Industry Scope

DiBiCoo target 
countries

Argentina

Ethiopia Ghana

Indonesia

South Africa



Key Project Facts

Consortium 



DiBiCoo Project Objective

DiBiCoo is a cooperation project between biogas technology 
exporting and importing countries, with the overall objective to 
prepare markets in developing and emerging countries for the 
uptake of sustainable biogas/biomethane technologies from 
Europe.

132



DiBiCoo: a two-way collaboration project

133

Stakeholders
European biogas industry: 

manufacturers, technology 
developers, equipment suppliers, 

project developers

Key challenges
Decreasing market opportunities for 

new biogas projects

Stakeholders
Project developers, Food- and 

Agro-Industries, farmers, decision 
makers, politicians 

in Argentina, Ethiopia, Ghana, 
Indonesia, South Africa

Key challenges

Supplying renewable energy & 
managing bio-waste

Technologies, 
Know-how, 

Best practices

New 
markets

What is
DiBiCoo 
about?

How to achieve
DiBiCoo‘s goals?

Who 
participates?

We work & act together to facilitate the introduction of biogas technologies & increase the share 
of RE 



Biogas and Gasification
Matchmaking Plattform 
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Especially the COVID-pandemic showed us: no conferences, no trade fairs or 
conventions were possible. 

→ HOW can companies and organizations 

→ still interact and connect with each other?

→ find new and suitable business partners? 

→ promote and market their services and products?

→ advertise their own business ideas and find partners to bring them to life?  

Why do we need such a platform?

135



= online and free platform which facilitates worldwide networking and is 
considered as an additional marketing option for EU companies and for 
stakeholders in countries of the global south to get in contact and connect 
with each other

→ Database of biogas and gasification related stakeholders from EU and non-
EU companies 

→ B2B Matchmaking feature 
→ Marketplace to promote business opportunities
→ Information hub on available biogas and gasification technologies and 

services 

Biogas & Gasification Matchmaking Platform
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Biogas & Gasification Matchmaking Platform

137

Stakeholders
European biogas industry: 

manufacturers, technology 
developers, equipment suppliers, 

project developers, turn-key 
providers etc.

Stakeholders
Project developers, Food- and 

Agro-Industries, farmers, decision 
makers etc. in Argentina, Ethiopia, 

Ghana, Indonesia, South Africa







→ create a company 
profile and 
present the 
technologies and 
services you offer 

Company Profiles

140
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→ Company database

→ Already 136 
companies are 
registered!

Company Profiles
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→ Browse through the company 
database and find companies that 
best suit your needs

→ by categories 
■ Anaerobic Digestion
■ Gasification 

→ by filters
→ by the global map

Company Profiles
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→ Browse through the company 
database and find companies that 
best suit your needs

→ by categories 
→ by filters 
→ by the global map 

Company Profiles
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→ Browse through the company 
database and find companies that 
best suit your needs

→ by categories 
→ by filters 
→ by the global map 

Company Profiles
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→ Find companies that match your needs and offer the services/ products you are
looking for

Company Profiles – Matchmaking Feature
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→ Save filters to get internal platform notifications when new company matches the
saved filters

Company Profiles – Matchmaking Feature
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→ Mark companies
with a star to feature 
them on your
individual watchlist

Company Profiles – Matchmaking Feature
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→ Online marketplace where users can post requests or business opportunities/ideas 
for collaboration on a service or project idea

Business Opportunities
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→ Describe your request or 
project idea and specify 
what you are looking for

→ Upload your business 
opportunity to the 
marketplace where 
suitable stakeholders can 
get in contact with you 

Business Opportunities
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→ In-depth studies, reports, 
factsheets and videos on the 
biogas sector from the biological 
basics to biogas plant construction 
and operation are found in this 
section.   

Knowledge Base

152
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Additional features 

Notifications
→ Platform notifications will inform users about matchmaking results. 
→ E-mail notifications will guarantee that potential collaborations will not be missed



Additional features 

Surveys  
→ Stakeholders can engage with the platform developers 

through surveys and direct emails. 

Statistics 
→ Company profile managers can view statistics
→ Soon also available for Business Opportunity Section 

→ More features to come…!



Support to get started

→ User Manual 
→ Fair Guiding Principles (FGP)
→ FAQ

→ Guided Tour for each section



The Biogas and Gasification Matchmaking 
Platform in a nutshell: 

156

→ register for free as a user
→create a profile for your company
→explore the company database and find suitable

business partners around the world
→upload a business opportunity / business idea
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“The Biogas and Gasification Matchmaking Platform is a great 
opportunity to access leading stakeholders in the biogas and 
gasification sector in Europe. The platform makes it easy to find 
the right choice in implementing biogas and gasification 
technology and brings business opportunities for importing and 
exporting countries.”

Wondwossen Bogale, Iceaddis Ethiopia

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 857804. 
The sole responsibility for the content of this document lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the EU.



Visit our platform and register as user!

160

Biogas and Gasification Matchmaking 

Platform 

(www.biogasplatform.eu)

https://biogasplatform.eu/
https://biogasplatform.eu/


Other DiBiCoo activities

161
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DiBiCoo Demo Cases 

Demo Case in 

South Africa

→ More information on the demo cases on the DiBiCoo website
→ Find request for collaboration on the Biogas and Gasification

Matchmaking Platform!
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Demo Project - Argentina

Demo Case in 

Argentina

Demo Case in 

Ethiopia
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Demo Project - Argentina

Demo Case in 

Indonesia

Demo Case in 

Ghana



Capacity Building and Networking 

● Matchmaking Events to bring exporters and 
importers together

● Study Tours (to Europe and partner countries) 
for business delegations

● Capacity Building Training Courses on biogas 
project development 

● Business Design Trainings

● Web Seminar Series 



DiBiCoo Virtual Study Tour



Analysis of Biogas Markets

●



How can you take part?

● Register on the Biogas and Gasification Matchmaking Platform

○ advertise your biogas project opportunity on the platform or find 
project opportunities to create new business collaborations 

○ get to know relevant business partners and stakeholders from 
around the world 

○ get information and advisory on European technologies as well as on 
market conditions in the target countries 

● Stay tuned for updates on future training courses, web seminars, 
the demo case program and many more activities 

● Become part of our network and help us to enable knowledge 
exchange



This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant 
agreement N° 857804. The sole responsibility for the content of this document lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the 
opinion of the EU.

If you are interested to 
join, please contact us!

www.dibicoo.org
facebook.com/dibicoo
@dibicoo_eu
Ann-kathrin.van-laere@giz.de or
Johannes.Anhorn@giz.de

http://www.dibicoo.org/
mailto:Ann-kathrin.van-laere@giz.de
mailto:Johannes.Anhorn@giz.de



